CLMOOC Make Cycle 2 - Make with Me chat log (from G+ hangout) - July 19, 2016


Michael Buist
3:55 PM
I'm Snapchatting a few of the scenes from tonight.
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Deanna Mascle joined group chat.
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Michael Buist
3:58 PM
For +Terry...https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=0ahUKEwjojJnJ0IDOAhVJyyYKHZq-DuMQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.redbubble.com%2Fpeople%2Fericbracewell%2Fworks%2F21298719-rick-astley-for-president-shirt%3Fp%3Dposter&psig=AFQjCNEXY9O8mvla9VVUTHTZTrDv0Quwjg&ust=1469055526396898
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TERRY ELLIOTT
3:58 PM
sweet Michael
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H.J. DeWaard left group chat.
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Susan Watson
3:59 PM
you are all awesome for being here!!
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H.J. DeWaard joined group chat.
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Michael Buist
3:59 PM
Turned ceiling fan off.
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Raymond Maxwell
3:59 PM
Dice are cool but story cubes are better...
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Susan Watson
4:00 PM
true
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H.J. DeWaard
4:00 PM
Ray - love story cubes!
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:01 PM
This is the appliance year for marriage anniversary
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Michael Buist
4:01 PM
Sweet, we all get toasters!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:02 PM
story cubes are great!
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:02 PM
collaobr8, reciproc8, aggrav8
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Michael Buist
4:05 PM
innov8
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me
4:07 PM
I hope we hear about Moshie
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:08 PM
get the lawyers going
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me
4:09 PM
Michael, I feel like I know your whole family from FB file_39.wmf


https://twitter.com/hsifnihplod
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:10 PM
cool map in background
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Kevin Hodgson
4:10 PM
breaking up a bit for me
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Raymond Maxwell
4:10 PM
can you hear me?
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Kevin Hodgson
4:10 PM
yes -- but in and out
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me
4:10 PM
you're ok...just breaking up a little but I think we got it
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Raymond Maxwell
4:10 PM
maybe I should write it all out.
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Deanna Mascle
4:11 PM
What were the five numbers again, i have two fours -- is that right?
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Kevin Hodgson
4:11 PM
1,2,6,4,4?
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me
4:11 PM
1, 2, 4, 4, 6
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Deanna Mascle
4:11 PM
Good, that's what I have...
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Raymond Maxwell
4:12 PM
Sorry about that! hsifnihplod is dolphinfish spelled backwards, a throwback to my misguided youth spent on submarines as an enlisted machinist mate.
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me
4:12 PM
I love that, Ray. I've wondered about that
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H.J. DeWaard
4:12 PM
What an interesting background Raymond!
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Susan Watson
4:12 PM
fascinating!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:13 PM
This is all great storytelling ... good prompt
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me
4:13 PM
yes (writing this down)
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Raymond Maxwell
4:13 PM
Terry: the background map is the District of Columbia, taxation without representation.
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Kevin Hodgson
4:14 PM
Karen paid for this one!
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Michael Buist
4:14 PM
We take our names, our digital names for granted. Great to hear them from the source.
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Kevin Hodgson
4:15 PM
All about digital identity and how we present ourselves to the world ...
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:16 PM
thnx karen
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Susan Watson
4:16 PM
cool!
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H.J. DeWaard
4:16 PM
amazing - connections reaching out!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:17 PM
wonderful!
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Michael Buist
4:18 PM
She intended the way the words appeared on the page to look like Soundcloud.
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Susan Watson
4:18 PM
it worked!
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Sheri Edwards
4:19 PM
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1G2mAV4mwqqM_xZQQ5pL4ZYZPXch95x7UXTiOCrME58E/edit?usp=sharing
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clmooc 2016 Found Poetry
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Raymond Maxwell
4:20 PM
A couple of folks have re-worked my intro poem and my blog post. It is cool to hear words echoed, gives it new meaning. I feel slack because i haven't reciprocated. Not yet. But it's coming.
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Deanna Mascle
4:21 PM
Don't worry Raymond - it sometimes takes time to catch your rhythm. You are inspiring so you are partiicpating!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:22 PM
NO worries, Raymond .. You were reaching out with the nodes to many people ... that's reciprocation of its own!
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H.J. DeWaard
		4:22 PM
It's only Tuesday and a whole week ahead to dream and do... Raymond.
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Raymond Maxwell
4:22 PM
shifting to ipad...
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Kevin Hodgson
4:24 PM
yeah!
She meant Jennifer ...
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Deanna Mascle
4:27 PM
https://twitter.com/dogtrax/status/752801458895159300
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:27 PM
http://impedagogy.com/wp/blog/2016/07/14/how-i-stole-a-poem-how-you-can-too/
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Raymond Maxwell
4:28 PM
Can't get ipad to work. Probably our cheap WiFi. We are too frugal.
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Michael Buist
4:28 PM
Not sure if iPads will work with On Air Hangouts.
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Kevin Hodgson
4:28 PM
Dang ... yell real loud! Maybe we can hear you! file_119.wmf
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me
4:28 PM
sometimes.... but no worries
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Susan Watson
4:28 PM
i can't multitask
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me
4:28 PM
or chat, and we'll read outloud file_126.wmf
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Raymond Maxwell
4:29 PM
I love piracy!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:29 PM
"Steal" to honor the original
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Michael Buist
4:30 PM
Most new things, ideas are simply iterations of something that came before.
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Deanna Mascle
4:30 PM
All teaching is stealing
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me
4:30 PM
so true
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Susan Watson
4:30 PM
unintended outcomes
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Raymond Maxwell
4:31 PM
originality is over-rated anyway.
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H.J. DeWaard
4:31 PM
serendipitous iterations
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Deanna Mascle
4:31 PM
Exactly Helen, serendipity
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Raymond Maxwell
4:32 PM
adding HAckpad, Snagit, and Ziga to my list!
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:32 PM
zeega
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Raymond Maxwell
4:32 PM
got it! Thanks. No wonder I couldn't find it!
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:33 PM
process posts are the ultimate close reading
Raymond, I self host that so if you have probs let me know
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Susan Watson
4:34 PM
terry i can't log in to it file_157.wmf


tried several times
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Kevin Hodgson
4:36 PM
We need a Into Zeega process post ...
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:37 PM
ok, you got it.
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Kevin Hodgson
4:37 PM
http://teachingbeyondtropes.blogspot.com/2016/06/next-year-we-should-have-trillions.html -- Susan's post
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:37 PM
susan sorry it is kinda baling wired together so maybe I will do a hangout
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me
4:38 PM
Zeega in the make bank: http://clmoocmb.educatorinnovator.org/home/assignments/how-to-zeega/
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Deanna Mascle
4:38 PM
Learning for a purpose is always a good thuing
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Susan Watson
4:38 PM
no problem Terry
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Raymond Maxwell
4:38 PM
this is it? https://www.ted.com/talks/john_hunter_on_the_world_peace_game?language=en
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Susan Watson
4:38 PM
global read aloud
Ray yes!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:39 PM
International Dot Day -- follow your creative spirit -- http://www.thedotclub.org/dotday/
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:39 PM
I love the pace and tempo of this Hangout
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Raymond Maxwell
4:39 PM
https://theglobalreadaloud.com/
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H.J. DeWaard
4:40 PM
Love the Global REad aloud!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:40 PM
it's got a rick astley rhythm to it, Terry
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Susan Watson
4:40 PM
LOL
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:40 PM
oh yeah brother
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Susan Watson
4:41 PM
unintentional bias
crowdsourced Pokestops
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Deanna Mascle
4:41 PM
That is so interesting
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Kevin Hodgson
4:41 PM
Joe Dillon's initial post http://onewheeljoe.blogspot.com/2016/07/14-reasons-pokemongo-has-future-in.html
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Raymond Maxwell
4:41 PM
PokemonGo is redlined? OMG!
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Susan Watson
4:41 PM
not intentionally
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Raymond Maxwell
4:42 PM
makes sense, though,
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Sheri Edwards
4:42 PM
Love Dot Day and Global Read Aloud
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Kevin Hodgson
4:42 PM
Soon, Picachu will be drinking Pepsi before getting caught
I saw a church with a sign that said "Come for the Pokemon; Stay for the Message"
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Michael Buist
4:43 PM
Many churches are Pokestops. But I haven't seen any on school grounds.
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:43 PM
Apparently near the Holocaust Museum was a PokemaonGo stop
There are no stops on my farm
why does Nintendo hate rural areas?
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Susan Watson
4:44 PM
rural areas are lacking
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Raymond Maxwell
4:45 PM
There is talk among librarians about using Pokemon to get students inside the library. But It misses the point. Librarians need to get outside to where the people are, IMHO.
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me
4:45 PM
poor financial payoff
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Deanna Mascle
4:46 PM
Serendipity again
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me
4:46 PM
open source, unbranded, open community
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Michael Buist
4:46 PM
How hard is it to engineer VR, AR apps?
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:46 PM
Yeah, that will be disruptive in the best kind of way
I dunno teachers always coopt and ... ruin?
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Michael Buist
4:49 PM
Love the #dailyconnect
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Sheri Edwards
4:49 PM
add blog your blog to the list:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdUYMqKW609lPzjqaJdWhtBkGjr2kT5_uTUcWffGbmOhOdLxA/viewform
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Kevin Hodgson
4:52 PM
RSS!
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Michael Buist
4:53 PM
I have to leave and join a Hangout with Remind. Great times. See you on the Interwebs.
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Raymond Maxwell
4:53 PM
Added the blogs listed to a blog roll on my own blog to make them all accessible together. CLMOOC BLOG https://raymmaxx.wordpress.com/
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me
4:53 PM
Thanks for being here Michael
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H.J. DeWaard
4:53 PM
Bye Michael
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Michael Buist left group chat.
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Raymond Maxwell
4:54 PM
Gotta fix this microphone!
I hope to talk next week.
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H.J. DeWaard
4:54 PM
THanks Raymond for being here with us!
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Susan Watson
4:54 PM
yes!
cluelessly
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Kevin Hodgson
4:55 PM
Thank you Susan and Helen ... wonderful job!
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:55 PM
thnx 2 u 2 I am gr8ful to eleven.
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Raymond Maxwell
4:55 PM
it's great to match faces with names.
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Susan Watson
4:55 PM
 https://padlet.com/swatson217/d6fvdwc6bm0z
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Kevin Hodgson
4:56 PM
Someone should post to G+ tomorrow, too as another Make idea
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Susan Watson
4:56 PM
Ray you and I should get together to do a video of slam poetry! I am in Maryland!
I will Kevin
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Raymond Maxwell
4:57 PM
Sounds like a great idea, Susan!
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TERRY ELLIOTT
4:57 PM
I am predicting that break week will be breakneck week
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Susan Watson
4:57 PM
yay!
next week = "purposeful pause"
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H.J. DeWaard
4:58 PM
file_267.wmf

 Pause and breathe
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Sheri Edwards
4:58 PM
Thanks Helen and Susan! This was superb and fun
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Raymond Maxwell
4:58 PM
Bye!
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Jennifer Denslow
4:59 PM
Great job! Loved the live make!
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Kevin Hodgson
4:59 PM
The make was great


